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In February 2009, the Obama Administration commissioned a 60-day review of
the United States’ cyber security. A near-term action recommended by the 60-day
review was to prepare an updated national strategy to secure information and
communications infrastructure. In order to accomplish this recommended near-term
action, the United States must first develop a policy that defines our international
cyberspace boundaries. This precursor action must happen before we can assign
responsibilities and jurisdictions to government agencies, international bodies, and
global corporations for the collective defense of cyberspace. Currently, the United
States has no policy that articulates a cyberspace boundary framework. Indentifying
our national cyberspace boundaries is a fundamental step required before the United
States can define hostile acts and intent by cyberspace adversaries and assign
jurisdictions for a collective defense. In order for the United States to execute a
unilateral cyberspace response action (RA) against hostile actors, we must be able to
declare that the hostile act or intent took place within our national cyberspace
boundaries.

DEFINING OUR NATIONAL CYBERSPACE BOUNDARIES

In February 2009, the Obama Administration commissioned a 60-day review of
the United States’ cyber security which was completed in May 2009. The study was led
by Melissa Hathaway who was the Cybersecurity Chief on the National Security
Council. A near-term action recommended by the 60-day review was to prepare an
updated national strategy to secure information and communications infrastructure. 1 In
order to accomplish this recommendation, the United States must first develop a policy
that defines our national cyberspace boundaries. This precursor action must happen
before we can assign responsibilities and jurisdictions to U.S. government agencies that
will facilitate effective collaboration and partnership with international bodies and global
corporations for the collective defense of cyberspace. Government agencies in the
Intelligence Community (IC), the National Security Council (NSC), Department of
Homeland Security, and the Department of Defense (DoD) have all commissioned
studies on cyberspace security. While each of these studies mentions the difficulty in
defining cyberspace boundaries, the United States Government has no policy that
articulates a cyberspace border framework. Indentifying our national cyberspace
boundaries is a fundamental step required before the United States can define hostile
acts and intent by cyberspace adversaries and assign jurisdictions for cyberspace
Response Actions. In order for the United States to execute a unilateral cyberspace
response action against hostile actors, we must be able to declare that the hostile act or
intent took place within our national cyberspace boundaries. There must be a line
drawn around cyberspace that the United States can claim as its territory before it can
exercise governance. 2

This research paper will assess two approaches to defining international
cyberspace boundaries. The first approach will orient on the physical location of the
equipment and software that creates the cyberspace environment. The second
approach will orient on the “logical” location of the equipment and software that creates
the virtual cyberspace environment. Each alternative will be compared against the
evaluation criteria of feasibility/complexity, acceptability and suitability.
Cyberspace Theory and Definitions
Cyberspace is a relatively new concept. Global communications, sharing of
information and ideas, has been happening for most of our recorded history. During this
time, the speed at which this global communication and collaboration occurred was
measured in years, weeks and days until Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide
Web in 1989. 3 With a user-friendly web browsing capability, the Internet became a tool
that anyone could use to discover, process, communicate, and store information. The
speed of communication and collaboration that was measured in weeks and days now
moves at the speed of light.
Defining cyberspace is a difficult task. Definitions range from the very complex to
the overly simplified. The Merriam-Webster dictionary simply defines cyberspace as
“the online world of computer networks and especially the Internet.” 4 The United

Kingdom recently defined cyberspace as “encompassing all forms of networked,
digital activities; this includes the content of and actions conducted through digital
networks.” 5 It is interesting to assess how cyberspace defines itself. Wikipedia is
an online resource that bills itself as the online encyclopedia that “anyone can
edit.” The global Internet community, which edits Wikipedia, defines cyberspace as
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“the global domain of electromagnetics as accessed and exploited through electronic
technology and the modulation of electromagnetic energy to achieve a wide range of
communication and control system capabilities.” 6 The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, in Joint Publication (JP) 1-02, defines cyberspace as “a global domain within the
information environment consisting of the interdependent network of information
technology infrastructures, including the Internet, telecommunications networks,
computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers.” 7 A common element to
both the Wikipedia and the JP 1-02 definition is the assertion that cyberspace is a global
domain.
In 2004, Admiral Arthur Cebrowski, former Director of the Office of Force
Transformation in DoD, furthered the discussion of cyberspace as a global domain in
his article, “Transformation and the Changing Character of War.” Admiral Cebrowski,
described cyberspace as the 21st Century’s new strategic global common analogous to
the sea and air. 8 The primary purpose of this global common is to conduct trade and
international communications. Admiral Cebrowski uses the naval theories of Alfred
Mahan to develop the theory of cyberspace; however, the framework from which Mahan
discusses the sea domain has limited utility for the discussion of cyberspace. 9 Mahan’s
theory mostly centers on naval theory. The foundation of Mahan’s theory is based on
dominating the sea commons to achieve “command of the seas” in a “Jomini fashion.”
This is achieved by searching for your enemy and seeking the destruction or
culmination of your threat in a decisive battle. 10 Cyberspace, as a global common, is
impossible to dominate as Mahan envisions as the “command of the sea.” In
cyberspace, there are bad actors that have both state and non-state origins. The “buy
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in” to become a bad actor in cyberspace is relatively low compared with the significant
investment of a blue water navy or strategic air force. The other domains have similar
challenges such as piracy on the high seas and illegal drug trafficking through the air.
Nevertheless, cyberspace is dominated by non-state, bad actors and sophisticated state
actors that use the advantage of anonymity to mask their actions, making them
unattributed. 11 This makes the “command of cyberspace” unachievable with a very
dynamic threat.
If you instead consider Julian Corbett’s theory on maritime operations, you get a
more comprehensive theory that translates well to cyberspace operations. Corbett’s
maritime operations theory incorporates the interaction between the land and sea, not
just naval theory. The objective in Corbett’s theory of maritime operations was not to
command the sea nor look for that decisive battle to defeat your enemies. Corbett’s
objective in maritime theory was to ensure no one else controls the global common and
access to the sea lines of communication is unfettered. 12 Commander John J. Klein
used this approach effectively to fill the void in Strategic Space Theory in his article,
“Corbett in Orbit: A Maritime Model for Space Operations,” published in the Naval
College Review. Space, like cyberspace, has no leading theorist or theories that help
define an operational framework. 13 It is important to define the strategic framework of a
global common before you attempt to define how you will draw your borders.
If we use Corbett’s maritime operations theory, as applied to cyberspace, we
must establish key terms and analogies to be consistently used throughout this
analysis. In order to provide analysis at a non-technical level, these definitions and
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analogies will remain high level and based on activities and functions that occur in
cyberspace and not the technical aspects and capabilities that help define this domain.
The term cyberspace itself can be defined as the virtual common created by the
global interconnection of information technology (IT) systems. “IT systems” are the IT
equipment and software that create the virtual environment defined as cyberspace.
There are several components of an IT system that we must understand to help
visualize how we delineate our cyberspace borders.
The first component is “IT capabilities.” For the purpose of this analysis, IT
capabilities are any computing devices that can process, store, communicate or
discover information for a user upon request. Examples of IT capabilities are email,
web service, cloud computing, and data storage. An analogy that can be drawn to
maritime operations is that IT capabilities are like the ports and harbors in the sea
commons that receive goods and then either transfer or temporarily store them prior to
movement to a final destination inland.
In order to globally interconnect IT capabilities, you must establish secure lines of
communications between the IT capabilities in the same manner of establishing secure
sea lines of communications between ports. This interconnectivity ensures the free flow
of information between the user and the IT capabilities he or she is accessing. The
term used to describe this concept in a cyberspace framework is “physical transport.”
Physical transport can take many forms. For example, fiber optic cable, satellite
communications, and line of sight microwave communications are three forms of
physical transport. The physical transport systems interconnect globally dispersed IT
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capabilities, creating IT systems, thus allowing the creation of a virtual environment
such as the Internet.
While the physical transport provides the interconnectivity, the component of an
IT system that packages the information and ensures it gets delivered to the user is
called the “network.” The network uses a globally recognized addressing scheme called
Internet Protocol (IP). IP addressing ensures the information is delivered through the
physical transport to the required destination.
A collection of networks, which adhere to centrally established rules and is
governed by a centralized authority, is referred to as a “Domain.” Two examples of
Domains are Dot MIL (.mil) and Dot IC (.ic) which are governed by the Department of
Defense and the Intelligence Community respectively.
The last component of an IT system is the Input/Output (I/O) Device, which gives
a user access to IT capabilities and provides that “on ramp” into cyberspace. Examples
of I/O devices would include personal computers (both desktops and laptops), mobile
computing devices, such as cellular smart phones, and bar code readers that track
merchandise.
When you interconnect these IT system components, you create the cyberspace
virtual environment that can process, discover, store or communicate information
globally at the speed of light. Cyberspace, like all other global commons, is an avenue
of approach for nation states and non-nation state actors to attack and conduct
espionage on those who conduct operations in cyberspace. Computer network attack is
defined in Joint Publication 1-02 as “actions taken through the use of computer
networks to disrupt, deny, degrade, or destroy information resident in computers and
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computer networks, or the computers and networks themselves.” 14 Computer network
exploitation is defined in the same publication as “enabling operations and intelligence
collection capabilities conducted through the use of computer networks to gather data
from target or adversary automated information systems or networks.” 15 Each of the IT
system components discussed above is an avenue of approach or a target for a hostile
actor to conduct cyber attack or espionage. Now that we have these common points of
reference and terms, the next step is to figure out how to draw a border around these IT
systems such that a policy can be written that would protect United States national
interests in cyberspace.
Cyberspace’s Geography Problem
There is one area where cyberspace operations do not compare very well to
maritime operations. In maritime operations, you have a sea line of communication that
delivers goods and services across the commons. These sea lines of communications
are considered exterior lines of communication because they are moving goods and
services from one nation-state’s port to another, crossing international boundaries;
however, in cyberspace, the physical transport that interconnects a user to IT
capabilities through a network can simultaneously act as exterior lines of
communications (data traffic between domains) and interior lines of communications
(data traffic between an I/O device and an IT capability). This data traffic traversing the
physical transport is electronically addressed using Transport Control Protocol (TCP).
This protocol does not allow an observer to distinguish between which data traffic is an
exterior line of communications and which data traffic is an interior line of
communications. The data traffic is combined into one stream of bytes and transmitted
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down the physical transport path. Essentially, the IT system component and physical
transport can function as interior and exterior lines of communications at the same time.
Another limitation on the analogy with maritime operations is that unlike the sea
lines of communication, multinational telecommunications corporations and consortiums
privately own the majority of the cyberspace lines of communications (physical
transport). Nation-state ownership of the physical transport infrastructure used for
international communications is mostly held in satellite communications by those
nation’s militaries. Ensuring guaranteed access to the lines of communication is in the
best interest of these global telecommunications corporations and consortiums since
this access is a “fee for service” business. When defining our cyberspace boundaries,
U.S. policy does not need to address unfettered access to lines of communication. The
assumption is that global telecommunications corporations and consortiums will remain
neutral and profit driven to provide unfettered access to the cyberspace domain.
Unlike the other global commons, cyberspace has another geographic challenge.
Air, sea and even space have ways to draw lines on a map to articulate boundaries that
have definite geographical references. Cyberspace has both physical geography, which
is the actual location of the IT systems that create cyberspace, and logical geography.
Logical geography is a concept that the location of the I/O device and the IT capability
the user is accessing in cyberspace may be distributed across multiple physical
locations that extend over multiple national boundaries; however, to the user the IT
capability supporting their I/O device is as accessible as if it were in a server room
within the same building. This in effect establishes a virtual environment, which has no
physical geography. This logical geography defines a boundary that encircles the
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physical location of IT capabilities, the user’s I/O device, and the network and physical
transport that provides connectivity. For example, while a soldier deployed to Iraq relies
on web or email services that reside at his home base in the continental United States,
the IT system that supports this IT capability are as accessible as if it were in a server
room within the forward operating environment. This logical geography defines a
boundary that encircles the physical location of equipment and the user of the IT
capability spanning multiple jurisdictions. To better understand the complexity of this
concept, the United States Military operates a global, logical domain (Dot MIL) that
spans over 88 countries in over 3,500 locations. This logical domain interconnects with
more than 20,000 leased circuits and supports over 2.8 million users. 16
The Physical Border Approach
The first approach to defining our cyberspace boundaries is to simply state our
cyberspace borders mirror the physical national boundaries of the United States and its
protectorates. The policy would articulate that all information technology systems (I/O
devices, network, IT capabilities, and physical transport) located on U.S. soil would be
subject to United States governance, regulation, and protection. In a July 2008 speech
at the Information Security Group Alumni Conference, Robert Carolina, an international
law expert on cyber crime, proclaimed that cyberspace no longer has a border problem.
Mr. Carolina asserted that borders that pertain to cyberspace are the same borders
already found in the real world. To make his point, he cited case law and prosecutions
of cyber criminals and legal actions in which jurisdictions were determined in the same
way other crimes where prosecuted. In his speech, he stated “for better or for worse,
we as a species have chosen to organize our international existence around the theory
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of geographical sovereign states. These sovereigns continue to apply their laws as
appropriate to online activity.” 17
The Logical Border Approach
A second approach to defining our national cyberspace boundaries is to state
any logical domains or networks controlled by organizations located within the
jurisdiction of the United States are subject to U.S. policy and protection, regardless of
the global position of the IT systems that make up those virtual environments. In a 1996
Stanford Law review article, “Law and Borders: The Rise of Law in Cyberspace,” David
Johnson and David Post assert that physical boundaries are not “arbitrary creations.” In
order for borders to make sense, a government must be able to “exert control over the
space; have physical proximity to the claimed area to effect behavior; have their claim
generally accepted as legitimate; and post appropriate notices defining the actual
border locations.” 18 In their article, Johnson and Post state “cyberspace has no territory
based on boundaries, because the cost and speed of message transmission on the Net
is almost entirely independent of physical location.” 19
Comparison of Approaches
To determine the best approach for developing a cyberspace border policy, this
analysis will apply the Feasibility, Acceptability and Suitability (FAS) Test to each of
these concepts. 20 In order to ensure uniformity in this assessment of these policy
approaches, the criteria for feasibility, acceptability and suitability will remain constant.
The criteria for feasibility are: can the United States Government (USG) implement with
resources available; an assessment of the level of complexity; and an assessment of
likelihood of successful implementation. The criteria for acceptability are: an
assessment of the level of risk; consistency with current laws; and assessment of
10

legitimacy with international partners. The criteria for the assessment of suitability are:
likelihood of successful policy implementation and the likelihood of policy
effectiveness. 21 This analysis will first apply these criteria to each individual approach
and then compare the results for each criterion to assess the best option.
The physical geographical approach to defining our cyberspace borders is a
very straight forward approach. When you assess the feasibility of this approach, it
does well because this is the traditional method we discern boundaries in other
domains. The advantage to this approach is our cyberspace international boundary
demarcation points would be straightforward and easy to identify. It would be relatively
easy to define which IT systems would be protected by the United States since our
physical international boundaries are all currently recognized. To implement the
strategy behind this policy would simply require the U.S. Government to determine the
IT systems that reside within our physical borders and declare them as U.S. cyberspace
territory. Any cyber non-kinetic attacks or espionage perpetrated on the equipment
within these physical borders would constitute a hostile act against the United States.
The acceptability of the physical borders approach for cyberspace boundaries is
also a positive aspect when it comes to assessing legal and international legitimacy.
The theories, policies, and international agreements currently used to govern other
global commons should easily translate to cyberspace operations since this approach
most closely mirrors the way we assess our sea, air, and space boundaries. Maritime
law is complex and has taken many centuries to develop. Written maritime agreements
date back as early as the 6th Century with the “Digest of Justinian” to the more recent
United Nations “Convention on the Law of the Sea” approved in 1982 by 150
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countries. 22 The process of developing international cyberspace law, commensurate
with the UN Conventions of the sea, would take time. Maritime law has wellestablished, professional associations and credentialing paths for attorney’s who chose
to serve in this branch of law. Cyberspace law may not take centuries to develop, but it
will take a significant amount of time to develop the professional associations and
credentialing paths of cyber law professionals to help conceptualize the international
agreements.
Risk is an area that is not as positive for this approach. Discussed in the next
paragraph under suitability, there is significant risk that U.S. national interests may not
always be protected if we use this approach to developing our cyberspace borders.
Suitability is really where the physical border approach falls short of expectations.
The globalization of IT capabilities makes this approach to defining our cyberspace
boundaries inadequate to protect all of our IT systems. Many U.S. corporations, DoD,
government agencies and non-governmental agencies outsource their IT capabilities to
multinational corporations. 23 These IT capabilities may be hosted outside the physical
boundaries of the United States. A hostile act against one of these off shore-hosted IT
capabilities would not fall under United States’ jurisdiction for a unilateral cyberspace
Response Action. This would leave a great deal of our critical IT systems unprotected.
Additionally, U.S. personnel traveling outside the physical boundaries of the United
States, yet accessing IT capabilities with a mobile I/O device would also be outside of
the cyberspace boundary.
The logical geographical approach to defining our cyberspace borders is very
complex. As we assess the feasibility of this policy, complexity weighs high as a
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negative when judging the evaluation criteria. There is no clear-cut way to establish a
permanent or even semi-permanent cyberspace boundary using the logical boundary
approach. The demarcation point would be in a constant state of fluctuation. Every
time a user creates a session, this logical boundary could change depending on the
physical location of the IT capabilities he or she is accessing. This would make a
consistent defensive plan to secure our cyberspace borders problematic. The United
States would have to maintain a dynamic and possibly reactive collective defensive
plan. It is also not always clear, from the user’s point of view in cyberspace, the location
of the IT capabilities supporting his or her cyberspace experience. For example, many
multinational corporations are caching their web capabilities in foreign countries to
improve the performance of the customer’s cyberspace experience. 24 Web caching is
forward staging of web services (e.g., HTML pages, images, applications) to reduce
bandwidth usage, server load, and perceived lag. 25 For example, an American living in
a European country may conduct web-enabled banking at a U.S. Bank; however, when
they access the U.S. banking website, the U.S. bank might be redirecting the user to a
cached web server in Europe so the user has better performance. The user may not
realize the U.S. bank is redirecting him or her to another website. This is just one of the
complexities that highlight how hard it would be to draw a logical cyberspace boundary.
Acceptability is also a disadvantage to the logical boundary approach. Other
nations and national organizations may dispute the United States’ authority to conduct
unilateral cyberspace response actions if the hostile act or intent is perpetrated on IT
capabilities within their physical borders. Cyberspace RA is generally offensive or
defensive in nature. Offensive RA involves some of the same tactics, techniques, and
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procedures used in cyber attacks. The difference is that offensive RA is focused on
disrupting the hostile cyber actor’s ability to achieve their desired effects. An example
of Offensive RA would be to use cyber attack to disable or destroy an IT capability that
is being used to command and control a botnet army conducting a denial of service
attack. Defensive RA involves improving the defensive posture of the IT systems to
make it more difficult for cyber hostile actors to achieve their desired effects. Examples
of Defensive RA include updating antivirus and sensor grid signatures or just simply
disconnecting an infected IT capability. However, the severity of this problem is
limited. 26 If the cyberspace RA is offensive in nature, the response action will be
focused on the perpetrator of the hostile act and should have no impact on the third
party IT capability provider. If the RA is defensive in nature, it will be in the best interest
of the IT capability provider to comply with the defensive response action since lack of
compliance would negatively affect their business revenue. A third cyberspace RA
technique used to disrupt cyberspace hostile acts is to take legal actions against IT
capability providers such as a court order that directs these providers to cease and
desist certain activities. For example, a court order could require an IT capability
provider to stop hosting a hostile server being used to launch a cyber attack, such as a
denial of service attack on DoD. If cyberspace RA uses legal actions to achieve
defensives effects, the complexity of legal authority to prosecute and convict
perpetrators would be difficult to accomplish because it would span multiple legal
jurisdictions.
As we assess the suitability of this logical boundary approach, there is a gap for
state or non-state bad actors to commit hostile acts on IT capabilities located within the
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physical boundaries of the United States, but provide capabilities to other countries or
multinational corporations outside the United States. For example, in August 2008, the
country of Georgia was hit by unattributed cyber attacks on its government websites as
a precursor to an invasion by Russian forces into that country. Georgia moved its
government websites to a service provider within the United States’ physical boundaries
in an attempt to stop the cyber attacks. This action did not stop the cyber attacks
against Georgian government websites. 27 Under this proposed policy for defining our
cyberspace boundaries, the United States would not have the authority to respond
against the perpetrators of the Georgian cyber attacks because the IT capabilities were
not considered to be within the logical boundaries of the United States.
Analysis of Comparison
A FAS Test assessment of these two approaches reveals that neither the
physical approach nor the logical approach to defining our cyberspace borders is
adequate. The physical approach is the more feasible of the two options and would be
widely acceptable by the international system since it closely mirrors how the
international community defines the boundaries of other global commons such as the
sea. Nevertheless, the physical approach is not suitable to draw borders around all of
our critical IT systems that may be important to U.S. national interests due to the
globalization of IT capabilities. An example of this is DoD hosts IT capabilities in foreign
countries in computing centers, which sometimes lie outside of what is considered to be
sovereign U.S. territory.
The logical approach to defining our cyberspace borders also does not fare well
when assessing the FAS Test. While this solution is suitable to protecting all of our IT
capabilities from hostile acts, the feasibility of being able to consistently manage our
15

cyberspace borders in this very dynamic logical environment becomes impossible. The
acceptability of declaring United States jurisdiction on IT systems located in foreign
countries also becomes problematic if those countries are defining their cyberspace
borders by the physical location of the IT capabilities that define cyberspace
This analysis of the comparison drives the consideration of another approach.
This third approach takes the best aspects of the physical and logical approach and
blends them into a hybrid approach.
In the previous legal opinions cited by Carolina, and Post/Johnson, they
appeared to support the physical and logical approaches respectively; however, that
assumes these legal opinions are anchored on the position, location, or status (U.S.
property or not) of the IT systems that create the virtual environment. If you change the
reference point from the IT systems to the status or position of the user of the IT
systems, you may interpret the legal opinions from Mr. Carolina and Post/Johnson as in
agreement with a third approach to defining our cyberspace borders.
This third approach is to anchor the cyberspace boundaries in relation to the
geographic location or status of the user instead of the IT systems that create
cyberspace. This approach is a blended course of action, using some of the best
attributes of the physical and logical geography approaches. The policy would state
that any user of an IT system, located within the jurisdiction of the United States, would
be subject to United States policy and protection in cyberspace. Any hostile act or
intent perpetrated on the IT systems being accessed by a user, whose status is
determined to be within the jurisdiction of the United States, (even if the IT capabilities
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itself or the user is located outside the United States), could be subject to a unilateral
cyber RA.
Cyberspace is truly a virtual domain. Unlike other global commons (maritime, air,
sea), a firm, physical geographical boundary or demarcation point between international
and national domains is impossible to establish. Trying to establish these boundary
parameters in reference to the IT systems that create the virtual cyberspace domain
would not fully encircle all United States IT capabilities. By its nature, cyberspace is not
geographical. 28 This brings us back to the analogy of cyberspace as a global domain.
There is a theory in International Law with respect to assigning jurisdiction in
sovereignless, international spaces such as the sea, Antarctica, and outer space. In
international spaces, the nationality, not the territoriality of the entity, drives legal
jurisdiction. When discussing intellectual property rights in cyberspace, Darrel Menthe
argues that cyberspace is the 4th sovereignless space. 29 Robert Carolina states in his
speech at the Information Security Group: “The way in which we experience the Internet
is increasingly driven by our physical location.” 30
As with the physical approach to defining our cyberspace borders, this hybrid
approach is a very straight forward application. When you assess the feasibility of this
approach, it does well because, like the physical approach, this is the traditional method
for which we discern our boundaries and territoriality in other domains. The advantage
to this approach is our cyberspace international boundary demarcation points would be
straightforward and easy to identify. It would be relatively easy to define who or what
entity would be protected by the United States since our physical boundaries and
jurisdictions are all currently recognized. Any cyber non-kinetic attacks or espionage
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perpetrated on users or entities within these physical borders would constitute a hostile
act against the United States.
The acceptability of the hybrid approach for cyberspace boundaries is also a
positive aspect when it comes to assessing legal and international legitimacy. The
theories, policies and international agreements used to govern other sovereignless or
international spaces such as Antarctica, outer space and the sea commons should
translate well to cyberspace operations. This may require the development of a
“flagging” process, similar to what is used for international shipping, for which IT system
users and capability providers declare their nationality. 31 One down-fall to this approach
could be the similar pitfall of international flagging of ocean-going vessels where ship
owners will pick a country with the cyber law framework and tax codes that are most
advantageous to their business instead of which country best defines the status of their
organization.
There is another consideration for this approach that may cause concern from
those organizations that advocate for privacy in cyberspace. This hybrid approach
requires that anonymity in cyberspace is no longer the “default” setting. 32 Governments
have limited ability to influence behavior in cyberspace. 33 But, behavior in cyberspace is
promulgated by people and organizations. Governments can influence the behavior of
people and organizations if they are identifiable as the victim or perpetrator of a hostile
act in cyberspace.
The major factor driving anonymity in cyberspace is the shortage of IP addresses
used in IP version 4 (IPv4) 34 to support all IT devices connected to the Internet. With
the proliferation of IT systems registered after the invention of the World Wide Web in
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1989, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) (the
international organization that assigns and manages IP addresses)35 quickly exceeded
the capacity of the IP addresses available. Without enough IP addresses to register
every user I/O device and IT capability with a permanent address, this drove
organizations to use Network Address Translation (NAT) and Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) to reuse IP addresses behind their firewall routers. The
application of these techniques to reuse IP addresses created the situation now where
anonymity is very easy to achieve in cyberspace. Lawrence Lessig, in an address at
Taiwan Net ’98, stated that “the default in cyberspace is anonymity.” Mr. Lessig went
on to say that “because it is so easy to hide who one is, it is practically impossible for
the laws and norms, to apply in cyberspace.” 36 Mr. Lessig is correct. In order for this
construct of “cyberspace borders” anchored on the user, we must overcome the
“default” setting of anonymity in cyberspace. IP version 6 (IPv6) 37 offers hope in that
area. IPv6 will provide over a trillion IP addresses as compared to IPv4’s approximate 4
billion. As we develop the network infrastructure to support IPv6, this will eliminate the
need for NAT and DHCP to reuse IP addresses. IPv6 could provide a method of
permanently assigning an IP address to an I/O device or IT capability. As a part of
assigning these permanent IP addresses, the nationality of these addresses could be
declared at the same time. Drawing our cyberspace borders anchored on the user
would be as simple as ensuring the IP addresses issued to IT capabilities and I/O
devices are organized by national jurisdictions. This will make anonymity in cyberspace
more difficult vice the “default setting.” 38
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If anonymity in cyberspace is abolished, there will be transparency on the status
of the user or entity in order to determine within whose cyberspace borders they reside.
This will allow us to truly define cyberspace as a global common domain analogous to
the sea. International agreements and law can be constructed from existing laws that
regulate sovereignless spaces, to include a method for “flagging” or declaring the
nationality of a cyberspace user or entity. That nationality would follow the user or entity
no matter where they are located in physical space and protect them by U.S. policy and
defense. Jurisdictions and area of responsibilities for cyberspace RA within the U.S.
cyberspace borders could be coordinated between government, law enforcement, and
commercial industry. As observed by Mr. Carolina, this is the direction the legal
community is driving in the absence of a policy that defines cyberspace borders. 39
Cyberspace privacy advocates who are concerned that stripping anonymity from
users will violate privacy in cyberspace may be making the mistake that anonymity and
privacy are synonymous terms. Arguably they are very different. An analogy that
illustrates this difference is that a person driving on an interstate highway has an
expectation of privacy to the extent that a person driving in the next lane would not be
able to identify them. That same person does not have a reasonable expectation that
authorities charged with enforcing law, order and discipline on the highway would not be
able to identify them by their license plate if they are breaking the law. Privacy deals
with the ability of a user to be unidentifiable to other users of cyberspace. The concept
of anonymity, used in the context of cyberspace, deals with the inability of enforcement
bodies to identify bad actors in cyberspace.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
The fundamental step of defining our cyberspace borders is a precursor action
that must happen before national policy makers address other complicated questions
such as defining what constitutes cyber warfare, how we respond to cyber attack, and
how we define our internal national jurisdictions within cyberspace. The studies
commissioned to recommend national cyberspace policy all remark that defining
borders is a hard problem. Nevertheless, none of the studies make definitive
recommendations on how to approach this problem.
The evolution of cyberspace, since the invention of the World Wide Web in 1989,
is a major contributing factor to the rapid globalization of the world by improving the
speed of global communication from weeks and months to minutes and seconds. The
cyberspace global common has evolved over the last 21 years with little to no
international agreements or consensus on how to govern this space. Unlike
cyberspace, international policy and consensus, which has evolved over centuries, has
shaped the governance over other global commons, such as the sea. Given the rate of
technological change, U.S. policymakers do not have the luxury of time to develop
international consensus on the cyberspace governance. The first step towards gaining
global consensus on governing cyberspace should be to establish a boundary
framework for cyberspace.
Based on an analysis of the findings in this paper, it is clear the virtual world
created by IT systems and software do not have geographical dimensions that can be
used to demarcate cyberspace borders. The legal community, by default, is
determining jurisdictions based on the nationality of the actors in cyberspace instead of
the geographic orientation of the equipment or cyberspace itself. By assessing previous
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legal precedence in copyright law and from the analysis presented in this paper,
drawing cyberspace boundaries in relation to the physical world is not feasible.
The legal community understands that cyberspace is a sovereingnless space
where a plethora of actors operate in anonymity with little to no legal framework to
govern their actions. These actors and entities (e.g. multinational corporations) should
be required to declare their nationality or “flag” as they operate in and through
cyberspace. Eliminating anonymity as the “default setting” in cyberspace is the key step
to establishing this process for “flagging” actors and entities in cyberspace. Eliminating
anonymity in cyberspace could be accomplished through the issuing of IP addresses as
the Internet transitions from IPv4 to IPv6. ICANN should issue blocks of IP addresses
in a such way that they can be traced back to a country of origin for responsibility.
Nation-states would then be responsible for governing their IP spaces and enforcing
international agreements within their cyberspace areas of responsibilities.
Eliminating anonymity and emphasizing nation-state accountability will facilitate
the development of U.S. policies in cyberspace. As Howard Schmidt, the Obama
Administration appointed Cyber Czar, follows up on Ms. Hathaway’s cyberspace Policy
Review, the first step should be to coordinate a new memorandum of agreement (MOA)
between the U.S. Department of Commerce and ICANN. This new MOA should define
which blocks of IP addresses will be used for entities declaring their nationality as U.S.
territory. The next step should be to develop USG legislation that defines the process of
how individuals and entities declare their U.S. nationality or “flagging.” Once the U.S.
defines its internal process for “flagging” then the USG should coordinate with the
United Nations to develop a “Convention on the Law of Cyberspace” which closely
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mirrors the way the Convention on the Law of the Sea was developed. As a part of this
Convention on the Law of Cyberspace, the techniques to reuse IP addresses behind
firewalls should be prohibited to ensure anonymity is globally abolished. This would
then allow the National Security Council to form U.S. policy that declares the United
States reserves the right to conduct unilateral cyberspace response actions against any
hostile actors who may perpetrate cyber attack, crime or espionage on any persons or
entity declared or flagged as under the jurisdiction of the United States. This jurisdiction
would be declared through assigned IP addresses used by the IT users and capabilities,
regardless of their physical location on the globe. Nations would be able to identify all
of the IT systems and users that fall under their jurisdiction and develop an integrated
defensive plan to ensure the lawful, peaceful use of cyberspace.
IT professionals who make it their business to protect operations in cyberspace
often refer to the Internet as “The Wild.” 40 By implementing these recommendations,
U.S. policy makers would build a solid foundation for the development of a legal
framework to govern cyberspace. This foundation could help frame other national and
international cyberspace policy to protect U.S. National interests such as determining
the difference between what constitutes criminal activity and war in this new
sovereignless, global common. With the growing dependence on cyberspace to
support the globalization of the world’s economies, now is the time to tame “The Wild”
and bring law and order to this sovereignless common.
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